a solar radius).
These modes engage most of the Sun's mass in organized motion and affect the deepest layers where its energy is generated.
Beat periods between the rotation rates of the various modes can be many month to years. When the longer beat periods modulate solar luminosity,, they become potentially interesting to the Earth climate problem.
In this paper, I found clear evidence for the rotation rates of both gravity modes and Rossby modes. This proves they are excited in the Sun. There was also strong evidence for beat periods between the gravity modes.
(Astronomers call these "g-modes" and "rmodes".
The Rossby waves of meteorology are just local approximations to the Rossby modes of a sphere.)
All the low angular harmonic modes were detected--from #2 up to #7--by means of a very simple mathematical sequence which their rotation rates have to obey. Some additional modes up to #14 were also seen. Beyond that number, the observations do not have enough resolving power to reveal any higher modes.
The observations used were the 54 year data set of daily measurements of thermal radio flux from the Sun. This rises and falls with other popular measures of solar variability such as the sunspot number and solar irradiance, so similar results would be expected if one of these data sets had been used.
We learn two other things about the inside of the Sun in addition to detecting that the oscillations exist. The Sun's average interior rotation period is measured to be 29.1 days, apparent from Earth. This is longer than the well known 27 day surface rotation period at low latitudes. Secondly, the 29.1 day period and theoretical properties of the modes require that the wave energy of the global modes is being reflected very deep in the Sun but not from the very center.
The reflection layer is at 18% of the solar radius, which happens to be the same place where others have already measured a pronounced anomaly in sound speed. Something major is happening at l 8% of the solar radius that theoreticians have yet to explain.
ABSTRACT
A very simple mathematical sequence is detectediu a half century of thermal radio flux from the Sun. Sincethe only known physical causeof the sequenceis globaloscillationstrapped in the nonconvectingsolar interior, g-modesand probably r-modesare active..If so, their rotation frequenciesare detectedand some previously reported difference frequenciesare confirmed with high confidence.
All angular harmonicsfor 2 _ _'<_7 are detectedas well as someothers up to tile limit g _<14 resolvableby the observations(a Fourier spectrum of the 10.7 cm flux time series).The meansiderealrotation of tile nonconvectinginterior is 428.2nHz as averagedby g-modesand429.8nHz by'the r-modes,indicating that g-mode energy is a bit more centrally concentrated. Helioseismologymeasures suchrotation rates near0.36R(tR= solar radius),so the globalmodeswould have about half their kinetic energyaboveand below that level. This, and the known log(r) energydependence of most modesimplies that theseoscillations aresignificantly reflectednear 0.181:/, the samelevel at which somldspeedmeasurements display a maximum departure from theoretical models. (Cox 1980; Unno, et al. 1989) . In co-rotating coordinates, oscillation frequency cy and spatial variation, 
where _'s = f2/2rc is the fluid rotation rate in Hertz and the drift constant zee 2t,_ for r-modes. Since t,his is independent of m, t;he standing r-mode (sum of the +m and -m mode) rotates at the same rate. The inertial rotation of a standing g-mode is also given by equation (2) but now (Wolff 1974 ) zJd = _s.l/K from the classic solution of Ledoux (1951) -4
, dm= 47vr2pdr, and p is the density. Asymptotic g-modes (n 'e >> g2) have .]/K = 1 but, for other g-modes, J/K must be computed.
A standard solar model was used (Guenther, et al. 1992) The well known binomial expression (4)
gives tile probability P that k frequencies out of a total group of n will accidentally agree with observation if p is the probability 1:hat any random frequency' agrees.
To use this we need a success criterion for which p is a constant. Figure  lb , nine hit the spectrum above this curve making P(12, 9) = 0.0027, which is an impressive 3(7 detection of the beat sequence.
When applying equation (2) to g-modes, ua = 381 nHz as determined in paper I which stated it more generally as (762 nHz)/S where S (= 1 or 2) is the rotational symmetry of the modes. In all subsequent work, S = 2 has been used, meaning that a family of g-modes for a given g has two hot longitudes, 180°apart at low latitudes (Wolff 1974 The triplets are centered on tile sidereal rates t'e. Evidence that these are aliased into at least triplets as they beat with the _ = 1 modes will be discussed elsewhere. Wolff Hoegy (1989) suggested 1.5 nHz for such a rate and that is the splitting drawn on Figure 2 .
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
Few realize how hard it is to fit data with a large number of rates from equation (2 Again, all low angular harmonics are detected as well as some others up to the resolution limit. The L = 9 case suffers interference from one of the dotted triplets located where r-mode beats (and aliases) with the L = 1 modes should be located.
